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the --flash-core-image-base parameter specifies the base address of the flash
core image. this is typically 0x08000000 for the original stm32f103 (which
had 512kb) and 0x100000 for the stm32f205 (which had 2mb). the --flash-

core-image-size parameter specifies the size of the flash core image in bytes.
this is typically 512 for the original stm32f103 (which had 512kb) and 1024
for the stm32f205 (which had 4mb). the --flash-core-data-base parameter

specifies the base address of the flash core image. this is typically
0x08000000 for the original stm32f103 (which had 512kb) and 0x100000 for
the stm32f205 (which had 2mb). the --flash-core-data-image-base parameter

specifies the base address of the flash core image. this is typically
0x08000000 for the original stm32f103 (which had 512kb) and 0x100000 for

the stm32f205 (which had 2mb). free answers and cheats to games and apps.
buka flash loader 744 ssg v05exe yang berada di dalam folder flash loader

744 ssg_v05 yang sudah anda download dan exstrak tadi cara flash samsung
champ c3303i klik set model lalu pilih c3300_libre_setting_v02mdl. c3300k

flash loader 744 ssg v05rar 182 mb it will only get better. after installing, you
can find two interesting executable files (depending on where you installed it,

typically in the stmicroelectronicssoftwareflash loader demo subdirectory):
stmflashloader.exe and stmflashloader demo.exe. the first one is a commad-
line utility, second has a gui interface. command-line is good for integrating

into your ide / toolchain, for example eclipse.
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in such case, you should first make sure that the device was properly wiped
before flashing. you can do that by rebooting the device and entering the

custom menu and selecting erase (assuming that you are in normal mode, if
you're in recovery mode, you should use the erase all option). as mentioned

before the binary is flashed to the first sector of the first partition. the
partition should be the first and/or the active partition. in case of multiboot

firmware it must be the primary partition. if you are not sure what partition is
active, just boot the recovery. in theory the flash loader should be able to
determine the first sector of the first partition by inspecting the partition

table. the partition table is stored as a fixed part of the fat32 or ntfs partition
structures. the sector offset is stored in the system info. for example if the

partition table is 0x000 as in the case of the first partition, the first sector of
the first partition is 0x080. if the flash loader is able to determine the first

sector of the first partition, the binary is flashed to it. the binary is flashed to
the first sector of the first partition by moving its sector offset to the first

sector of the first partition. the last 512 bytes of the binary is written to the
last sector of the first partition. the first sector of the first partition is 0xc00 in

our example. 0x80 in the system info is the offset of the first sector of the
second partition. the offset is moved to 0x80 in the system info and the

binary is flashed to the first sector of the first partition. 5ec8ef588b
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